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Abstract—The use of geophysical-based methods for under-
water navigation (UN) erupted in the last decades. The appeal
on this kind of navigation is linked with its relatively low-
costs. The absence of global position system (GPS) and the
high-costs associated with acoustic based position systems, make
geophysical methods suitable to aid Inertial Navigation System
(INS), by bounding the accumulated errors of the latter during
long endurance missions.

Geophysical methods essentially match measurements of geo-
physical data (bathymetric, gravimetric or geomagnetic) observed
locally by a surveying vehicle with a prior geophysical map of the
area of interest. This is a nonlinear estimation problem due to
the nonlinear, non-structured nature of the measurement model
which relates measurements provided by the sensors deployed
by the vehicle with its position, relative to the geomagnetic field
represented in a map. Therefore, nonlinear filtering estimators
such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), the Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF), and the Particle Filter (PF) are commonly
used in geophysical navigation (GN) methods.

The current work proposes to compare the performance
achievable using the EKF, the UKF, and the PF in geophysical
navigation implementations using the geomagnetism. To this end,
we will evaluate in simulation experiments the filtering accuracy,
computational performance, and robustness of each class of filter.

Index Terms—underwater navigation, geophysical navigation,
EKF, UKF, PF

I. INTRODUCTION

The first autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) was de-
veloped in 1957 by the Applied Physics laboratory at the
University of Washington (see [1]). For a while, due to the
limited technology available, AUVs were used only for a
reduced number of tasks. With fast paced developments in
energy supplies, sensors and actuators and computing capa-
bilities, AUVs are now being used used for a variety of
tasks, encompassing oceanographic surveys, demining, and
bathymetric data collection, to name but a few [2].

As stated in [3], the level of autonomy of an AUV is
primarily driven by its accomplishment in three areas: en-
ergy autonomy, decision autonomy, and navigation autonomy.
Focusing on the latter, while the creation of the GPS has
revolutionized navigation for field robotics, underwater and in
many other environments (e.g. space, underground, indoors),
GPS signals are either unavailable or unreliable and alternative
means of navigation must be employed.
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Underwater vehicle navigation solutions generally
fall within one of the following three scopes: Inertial
Navigation/Dead-Reckoning, Acoustic based Navigation,
and Geophysical Navigation [2], [4]. They can be briefly
described as follows.

• Inertial navigaton/Dead reckoning - Integration of mea-
surements from an attitude and heading reference system
(AHRS) and/or a Doppler Velocity Logger (DVL) to
estimate the position of the vehicle.

• Acoustic navigaton - Techniques in this scope, estimate
the position of the vehicle, measuring the Time of Flight
(TOF) of signals either from a mother ship or from
underwater acoustic transponders.

• Geophysical Navigation - Techniques in this scope, use
external measurements of geophysical variables or envi-
ronmental features for navigation.

Up until recently, the state of the art solution for underwater
navigation consisted of combining inertial navigation and
acoustic systems. However, the high costs associated with
acoustic systems and the requirement of an extensive prior
deployment setup, tended to eschew from its use, which
left navigation solely dependent on inertial navigation. While
resurfacing the vehicle to take position fixes may be a possible
solution to underwater navigation problem if GPS is avail-
able, this is not the case in many practical situations. Thus,
Geophysical Navigation solutions have started to gain more
interest from the underwater community.

Modern AUVs are normally equipped with sensors capable
of using a combination of these methods. The type of mission
will dictate which navigation system is more appropriate for
the situation at hand. For an introduction and surveys of this
topic, see [2], [4].

This document is presented as follows. Section II formu-
lates the problem of interest and describes the notation used
throughout this work. Section III introduces three different
approximate Bayesian estimation solutions to the problem.
Section IV introduces basic concepts related to the geo-
magnetic field along with some considerations regarding the
magnetic map and the vehicle induced noise, and describes a
close-loop navigation system. Sections V and VI presents and
discusses the results obtained with the geomagnetic navigation
filters derived. Section VII draws the fundamental conclusions
of this work.



II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The notation adopted in the paper will be as follows:
• {I}: inertial reference frame.
• {B}: body-fixed frame.
• η1 = [x, y, z]T : position of the origin of {B} expressed

in {I}
• η2 = [φ, θ, ψ]T : roll, pitch and yaw that locally represent

the orientation of {B} relative to {I}.
• v2 = [p, q, r]: angular velocity of {B} w.r.t. {I}, ex-

pressed in {B}
• v1 = [u, v, w]: linear velocity of the origin of {B}

relative to the seabed, expressed in {B}.
The vehicle undergoes six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) mo-

tions in a three dimensional space. However, to simplify the
estimation problem, the vehicle is assumed to move in an
horizontal plane maintaining constant depth and stabilized
in roll and pitch. This leads to a 3-DOF kinematic vehicle
model that was driven by a simplified version of the dynamic
model embodied in the inner loop control of the MEDUSA
autonomous marine vehicle . The position estimation is thus
reduced to a 2D estimation problem and the 3-DOF kinematic
model of the vehicle can be described by the following
equations,

ẋ = u cosψ − v sinψ (1)

ẏ = u sinψ − v cosψ (2)

ψ̇ = r (3)

where u and v denote the surge and sway speed components,
respectively, of the velocity of the vehicle with respect to the
water, expressed in the body frame, ψ denotes the yaw angle
and r is the yaw rate.

A. Process Model

For estimation purposes, the process model can be dis-
cretized by the following equation:

xk+1 = xk + uk + wk (4)

where x = [x, y] is the state vector; uk = 4xINS
k is the input

vector obtained using an Inertial Navigation Filter that is fed
by the linear velocity and orientation of the vehicle; wk is the
process noise sequence associated with the inertial drift that
is represented as a zero-mean, white Gaussian noise process,
with a zero average and constant covariance matrix Q.

B. Measurement model

This study detects the magnetic anomalies of the geomag-
netic field by the use of a magnetometer, towed to the vehicle
in order to to reduce electromagnetic interference. Assuming
additive measurement noise, the discrete time measurement
model is given by

yk = h(xk) + vk (5)

where h(·) : <2 → < is a nonlinear function that yields
the magnetic field measured by the vehicle at a given state

xk; yk is the set of measurements taken at time k; vk is the
measurement noise that models map errors and sensor noise,
represented as a zero-mean white Gaussian noise, with a time-
invariant covariance matrix R.

C. Problem Formulation

The problem addressed in this work consists on estimating
the inertial position of an Underwater vehicle in real time,
through the comparison of geomagnetic field magnitude mea-
surements with values of the same variable represented in
digital maps stored in the AUV’s memory. The current work
derives geomagnetic navigation filters that rely essentially
on the AUV kinematics. The sensor suite proposed includes
an AHRS to measure the attitude of the vehicle, a DVL to
measure its velocity with respect to the water or the seabed,
a pressure sensor to estimate the depth of the vehicle, and a
magnetometer to obtain the total magnetic field magnitude.

III. NONLINEAR BAYESIAN ESTIMATION

Due to the nonlinear, non-structured nature of the geomag-
netic navigation problem, different realizations of the Bayesian
Filter that can be applied the problem, will be studied.

A. Extended Kalman Filter

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) can be seen as the most
straightforward solution to the nonlinear estimation problem,
and has been successfully applied in a wide number of
applications. To introduce the extended Kalman Filter consider
the state space defined as,

xk+1 = f(xk) + wk (6)

yk = h(xk) + vk (7)

where wk and vk are mutually independent, additive zero-
mean white Gaussian random noise sequences, with covari-
ances Qk and Rk, respectively. An optimal minimum mean-
square error (MMSE) estimate for xk can be expressed in the
form,

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kk(yk − ŷk) (8)

The traditional Kalman Filter, calculates the optimal terms of
this recursion through

x̂k|k−1 = E[f(x̂k−1|k−1,wk−1)] (9)

Kk = P̂k|k−1H
T
k S
−1
k (10)

ŷk = E[h(x̂k|k−1,wk−1)] (11)

given the assumption that the system is linear and xk and
the measurement yk are gaussian random variables (GRVs) as
well as the process and measurement noises. In other words,
the Kalman filter assumes the posterior pdf p(xk|y1:k), to be
Gaussian and, thus, parameterized by a mean and covariance,

p(xk−1|y1:k−1) = N (xk−1; x̂k−1|k−1, P̂k−1|k−1) (12)



p(xk|y1:k−1) = N (xk; x̂k|k−1, P̂k|k−1) (13)

p(xk|y1:k) = N (xk; x̂k|k, P̂k|k) (14)

where N (x;m,P ) is a Gaussian density with argument x,
mean m and covariance P,

N (x;m,P ) ,
1√
2πP

exp
−

1

2
(x−m)TP−1(x−m)

(15)

While Gaussian Random Variables (GRV) are completely
characterized by their first two moments, when a Gaussian
variable is propagated through a nonlinear function, the out-
put will not be Gaussian. Thus, rather than propagating the
non Gaussian pdf, the EKF considers, at each iteration, an
approximation of 6 and 7 by their Taylor series expansion,
assuming that the derivatives of the above equations exist and
are sufficient description of nonlinearity. In other words, EKF
approximates the optimal solution by assuming the posterior
pdf p(xk|y0:k), to be Gaussian and, thus, parameterized by a
mean and covariance,

p(xk−1|y0:k−1) ≈ N (xk−1; x̂k−1|k−1, P̂k−1|k−1) (16)

p(xk|y0:k−1) ≈ N (xk; x̂k|k−2, P̂k|k−1) (17)

p(xk|y0:k) ≈ N (xk; x̂k|k, P̂k|k) (18)

The mean and the covariance of the Gaussian density may
be recursively computed with the following equations (see [5]
or [6] or [7] for derivations of the EKF):

x̂k|k−1 = f(x̂k−1|k−1) (19)

P̂k|k−1 = Qk−1 + FkP̂k−1|k−1F
T
k−1 (20)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kk(yk − ŷk) (21)

P̂k|k = P̂k|k−1 +KkHkP̂k|k−1 (22)

where
Sk = HkP̂k|k−1H

T
k +Rk (23)

is the covariance of the innovation term (yk − ŷk) and

Kk = P̂k|k−1H
T
k S
−1
k (24)

is the Kalman gain. It is important to note that Fk and Hk are
the Jacobians evalutated at the estimates of the state vector at
x̂k−1|k−1 and x̂k|k−1, respectively:

Fk−1 =
df(x̂k−1|k−1)

dx̂k−1|k−1

Hk =
dh(x̂k|k−1)

dx̂k|k−1

B. Unscented Kalman Filter
The Unscented Kalman Filter, also referred to as Sigma-

point Kalman filter (SPKF), was first proposed by Julier &
Uhlmann [8] [9] and further discussed by Wan and Merwe
[10]. The UKF adresses the problem of nonlinear estimation
using the Unscented Transformation (UT) where the probality
density function is represented using a minimal set of deter-
ministically chosen weighted sampled points, known as sigma-
points. Since the UKF encompasses the UT, the following
section exposes the fundamentals of the transformation.

1) Unscented Transformation: To introduce the Unscented
Transformation, let a be a general random vector with dimen-
sion na, pdf pa(a) and cov(a) = Pa and b another vector,
with pdf pb(b) and cov(b) = Pb, given by the transformation
of a through a nonlinear function,

b = f(a) (25)

The UT computes the pdf pb(b) by forming a matrix A of
2na + 1 sigma vectors Ai, each with their corresponding
weights Wi. These weights can either be positive or negative,
but for an unbiased estimation the weights must obey the unity
sum condition,

2na∑
0

W i = 1 (26)

The sigma points are then propagated through a nonlinear
function f(·) to yield a new set of transformed sigma points,

Bi = f [Ai] (27)

The mean of b is now given by the weighted average of the
new set of sigma points,

b̄ =

2na∑
i=0

W iBi (28)

and the covariance by the weighted outer product of the sigma
points,

P̂b =

2na∑
i=0

W i(Bi − b̄)(Bi − b̄)T (29)

Any set of sigma points that encodes the mean and covariance
correctly can be use to correctly aproximate the estimate to
the second order. One set that satisfies the above conditions
can be drawn according to the following (see [11]):

A0 = ā

Ai = ā+ (
√

(na + λ)Pa)i; i = 1, ..., na

Ai = ā− (
√

(na + λ)Pa)i−na ; i = na + 1, ..., 2na

W 0 = λ/(na + λ)

W i = 1/[2(na + λ)]

(30)

where λ is a scaling parameter that determines the spread of
sigma points. When x is assumed to be Gaussian a useful
heuristic is to select na + λ = 3 [9].



2) UKF state estimation: Consider the nonlinear filtering
problem defined by 6 and 7. Similar to the EKF, it is
assumed the posterior pdf, p(xk|y0:k), to be Gaussian and thus
parameterized by a mean and covariance,

p(xk−1|y0:k−1) ≈ N (xk−1, x̂k−1|k−1, P̂k−1|k−1) (31)

p(xk|y0:k−1) ≈ N (xk, x̂k|k−2, P̂k|k−1) (32)

p(xk|y0:k) ≈ N (xk, x̂k|k, P̂k|k) (33)

The mean and the covariance of the Gaussian density may
be recursively computed with the following equations (see [12]
for derivations of the UKF):

x̂k|k−1 =

2nx∑
i=0

W if(X i
k−1|k−1) (34)

P̂k|k−1 = Qk+

2nx∑
i=0

Wi(f(X i
k|k−1)−x̂k|k−1)(f(X i

k|k−1)−x̂k|k−1)T

(35)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kk(yk − ŷk) (36)

P̂k|k = P̂k|k−1 +KkSkK
T
k (37)

where

Sk = Rk +

2nx∑
i=0

W i(Yi
k|k − ŷk)(Yi

k|k − ŷk)T (38)

Kk = TkS
−1
k (39)

Tk =

2L∑
i=0

W i(X i
k|k−1 − x̂k|k−1)(Yi

k|k − ŷk)T

are the innovation covariance matrix, the Kalman gain and the
cross-correlation matrix, respectively.

The UKF, belongs to a class of nonlinear filters based
on statistical linearization, while EKF performs an analytical
linearization. Because of this, UKF is able to capture the true
mean and covariance up to the second order of nonlinearity,
which means the estimate is calculated to a higher order of
accuracy than the first order EKF and same order of accuracy
for the covariance. Although there is no need to evaluate
Jacobians, higher computational capability is required due to
the number of sigma-points needed. It is also important to note
that the sample set can be chosen to approximate higher order
moments of non-Gaussian distributions, though UKF has an
inherent assumption of Gaussian statistic to approximate these
distributions.

C. Particle Filter

The Particle Filters (PF), also sometimes referred to as
a Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods, are a numerical
approximation of the Bayesian filter for nonlinear systems.
PF pproximates the required posterior density function by
a set of random samples with associated weights. As we
increase the number of samples used, our estimate approaches
the optimal bayesian estimate. The basis for most PF filters
is the Sequencial Importance Sampling (SIS). The current
work focuses on another implementation, called Sequencial
Importance Sampling/Resampling (SISR), that proves to per-
form better in terms of estimation errors and computational
efficiency [13].

1) Sequencial Importance Sampling: In order to explain
this algorithm, let{xi0:k,wi

k}
Ns
i=1 denote a random measure that

characterizes the posterior pdf p(x0:k|y1:k) where xi0:k is a
set of samples, each with an normalized weight wi

0:k. The
posterior density at k can now be approximated as

p(x0:k|y1:k) ≈
Ns∑
i=1

wi
kδ(x0:k − xi

0:k) (40)

The weights of each particle, are chosen based on the principle
of importance sampling. The key idea of this principle is the
following. Suppose p(x) ∝ π(x) is a probability density from
which it is difficult to draw samples but for which π(x) can
be evaluated. Additionaly, assume the samples to be generated
from a proposal importance density, q(·). Then, a weighted
approximation of the density is given by

p(x) ≈
Ns∑
i=1

wiδ(x− xi) (41)

where

wi
t ∝

p(xi)

q(xi)
(42)

is the normalized weight for the ith particle. Taking the above
example in consideration, the weights of the particles in 40
can be define as

wi
t ∝

p(xi0:k|y1:k)

q(xi0:k|y1:k)
(43)

2) Effective Sample Size: One of the most common prob-
lems inherent to the SIS algorithm is the degeneracy problem:
after some iterations, all but one particle will have negligible
weights. This translates to a reduction of the effective number
of samples, which can be estimated though the expression:

Neff =
1∑N

i=1(wi
k)2

(44)



3) Resampling: One way to reduce the effect of the de-
generacy problem is to use resampling. While there are many
different resampling algorithms [14] [15], the main idea is to
generate a new set of particles by replacing the old particles
from an approximate discrete representation of p(xk|y1:k). The
resulting sample is an i.i.d sample from the the discrete density
which approximates the posterior, where the weights are now
reset to 1/Ns. Although resampling reduces the effects of
the degeneracy problem, it also introduces another problem
known as sample impoverishment. This new problem consists
in having the same particles , which have large weights,
being selected many times. This can lead to divergence and
corresponds to a very poor representation of the posterior
density.

4) Sequencial Importance Resampling: The SIR filter is a
MC method that can be easily derived from the SIS algorithm
by an appropriate choice of the importance density, where

p(xk|xi
k−1) = q(xk|xik−1, y1:k), (45)

and by the use of resampling at every time index. Given
the above choice of importance density and the fact that the
resampling is applied at every iteration, the weights of the
particle are now given by

wi
k ∝ p(yk|xi

k) (46)

It is convenient to note that, given the fact that the SIR filter
is independent of measurement yk, the state space is explored
without any knowledge of the observations. For this reason,
this filter can be inefficient and sensitive to outliers.

5) Sequencial Importance Sampling/Resampling: The SISR
algorithm is a combination between the techniques employed
by SIS and SIR. While the SIR applies systematic resampling,
meaning it will resample at each iteration, the SISR algorithm
executes resampling only when necessary (Neff bellow a
specific threshold Nthreshold) in order to solve the degeneracy
problem. The SISR algorithm results in a filter less sensitive
to outliers, hence more reliable.

IV. GEOMAGNETIC NAVIGATION

The Earth’s magnetic field, can be decomposed as a sum-
mation of several constributions given by:

B = BN +BA +BD (47)

where BN is the normal field, generated by modifications in
the convection of the currents in the earth’s outer core, which
is a dominating part of the field (about 90%) and changes at a
slow rate of around 80 nT per year; BA represents the anomaly
field that vary spatially and can be considered constant for
the timescales used in this thesis; BD represents the external
source field which is believed to be produced by interations
of the Earth’s ionosphere with the solar wind [16]. Contrary
to the main and anomaly fields, the external source fields vary
at a much faster rate but also have a much lower magnitude.
For this reason, when refering to the geomagnetic field, only

the main and anomaly fields are being considered. Thus, the
equation 47 can be simplified to,

B = BN +BA, (48)

The Earth’s normal field can be represented in terms of its
horizontal and vertical components, BNH

and BNZ
respec-

tively. He in turn is resolved into the georaphic north and east
components BNX

and BNY
, respectively. These components

are related through the following equations:

BN =
√
B2

NH
+B2

NZ
=
√
B2

NX
+B2

NY
+B2

NZ
(49)

BNH
= BN cos I =

√
B2

NX
+B2

NY
(50)

BNZ
= BN sin I = BNH

tan I (51)

BNX
= BNH

cosD (52)

BNY
= BNH

sinD (53)

where I is the inclination which varies from +90deg to -
90deg; D is the declination whch varies in the same range but
generally 20deg below. The point where inclination is +90deg
is usually referred to as the magenetic north pole and -90deg
as the magnetic south pole. The International Geomagnetic
Reference Field (IGRF) is a set of experimentally determined
equations, updated every 5 years, which models the normal
field, providing a good representation of the actual field where
there is a good coverage of magnetic information all the same
having discrepancies due to the scarcity of data in certain
areas.

I

D

BNZ

BNY

BNX
BNH

BN

East

Magnetic NorthNorth

Fig. 1. Vectorial representation of the Earth’s normal field

A. Map considerations

Geomagnetic navigation, as any other type of geophysical
navigation, relies in a map for correlating measurements (see
figure 2 for an example), which introduces additional error
sources that must be accounted for in the estimation problem
at hand. In the current work, the main sources of uncertainty
in geomagnetic maps considered are: the difference between
the map and the inertial reference frame, and the grid spacing
during survey.



1) Map frame: While most maps are derived using absolute
position measurements from the GPS, the map frame may
still differ from the inertial frame. If the GPS is located on
the AUV and the magnetometer is towed by the vehicle, the
measurements obtained at each time need to be compensated
for the layback between the vehicle and the magnetometer.
Furthermore, the magnetometer may drift over time due to
unknown ocean currents. As a result, its position may not be
known with good accuracy. One way to solve this problem
is to have the GPS mounted on top of the position of the
magnetometer.

2) Grid spacing: Survey grid spacing is an important
parameters that conditions the resolution with which each
measurement can be compared with the map. While lower
resolution is preferred, it may be difficult to obtain and can
also turn out to be very computationally demanding.
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Fig. 2. 3D magnetic surface of S. Pedro de Estoril, Portugal

B. Problems of Geomagnetic navigation

The main issues related to the use of geomagnetic total field
measurements are scaling and the vehicle’s induced magnetic
noise.

1) Scaling: Contrary to bathymetry, the geomagnetic field
scales nonlinearly with the distance to the geomagnetic
sources. While it is trivial to obtain a different bathymetric
map at different altitudes (just by subtracting a scalar), to
obtain maps at different altitudes, continuations of the field,
either upward or downward must be calculated in the case
of geomagnetic fields. Upward continuation is a smoothing
process, easily computed, but normally useless for marine
applications since the maps obtained are, in general case, at sea
level. In such circumstance larger depth maps are desired, not
the other way around. Downward continuation, on the other
hand, is a unstable process, very sensitive to measurements
noise. The implications of the scaling process will not be
further discussed, and a map at the marine survey’s depth will
be assumed to be always available.

2) Vehicle’s induced magnetic noise: Since the Medusa
vehicle introduces magnetic interferences in the measure-
ments, either due to the magnetic properties of the vehicle’s
constitution or from the currents induced while moving in the
Earth’s magnetic field, a compensation must be done in order

to minimize this noise. A simple approach used to solve this
problem is to mount the sensor on a tow cable, thus reducing
the interference of the vehicle’s magnetic field. Nonetheless, a
fixed instalation of the sensor offers a much better control and
localization but requires a significant compensation either by
attaching bar magnets near the sensor to cancel the vehicles
field or by developing feedback/software compensator. The
current work implements a towed magnetometer at 5m dis-
tance as a solution to this problem, which introduces another
problem, since the data are not obtained at the position of the
vehicle.

C. Integration with Onboard Navigation

The algorithms presented in the current work were devel-
oped for and tested on the Medusa AUV, operated by the
Dynamical Systems and Ocean Robotics Laboratory (DSOR).

There are two different approaches to the problem of
navigation-loop closure: the loosely-coupled integration, and
the tightly-coupled integration (see [17]). The first, consists in
using the estimate from an onboard navigation system directly
as input to the geomagnetic navigation (MAGNAV) filter. The
latter, directly fuses all raw sensor data in the MAGNAV filter
to produce a single estimate which is directly used for vehicle
control.

Since the Medusa vehicle used in this thesis already had
an INS filter to estimate the position of the vehicle, a
loosely-coupled integration framework of the geomagnetic-
based system was used to close the navigation loop. The
operating frequency of the vehicle’s control loop is 10Hz,
while the magnetometer sampling frequency is 1Hz; hence,
the geomagnetic navigation filter output was also at 1Hz. The
approach to the navigation problem at hand was to divide
the INS filter output in two: one output was synced to the
magnetometer to be used in the MAGNAV filter, and the other
was given as input to a posterior filter to fuse the estimates
from the INS and the MAGNAV filter. A representation of the
navigation system implemented can be seen in 3.

Even though the loosely-coupled integration strategy may
be seen as a simple approach to close the navigation loop,
this strategy has its drawbacks. As the INS filters the raw
sensor data from an AHRS and a DVL using a process model
of its own, a loosely-coupled integration will introduce bias
in the process model of the MAGNAV filters. Furthermore,
since the MAGNAV filters don’t have access to the raw data
being passed to the INS, critical sensor errors on the on-board
navigation system can’t be successfully estimated.

V. OPEN-LOOP REAL DATA EXPERIMENTS

The sensor suite used in the experiments includes an AHRS,
a DVL, and a magnetometer:
• The AHRS used was the Vectornav’s VN-100 unit,

capable of providing an heading dynamic accuracy of
1.0RMS with a resolution of 0.05 and accelerations with
a noise density of < 0.14mg/

√
Hz.

• The DVL used was the NavQuest 600, with an accuracy
of 0.2%± 1mm/s, an operating range of 0.3m to 140m
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Fig. 3. Block diagram showing the loosely-couple navigation system imple-
mented on the Medusa vehicle

and a sampling rate of 600kHz. When in water-locking
mode, this unit needs to be at least 10m above the seabed.

• The magnetometer used was a Marine Magnetic’s Ex-
plorer, which is an Overhauser Magnetometer, small and
lightweight enough to not influence the Medusa AUV
ability to maneuver nor its stability. This unit can operate
in any location with an absolute accuracy of 0.1nT ,
an operating range of 18000nT to 120000nT , and a
sampling range from 4Hz to 0.1Hz.

The experiments were done at the surface, with the objective
of comparing the navigation filters with the position given by
the GPS system, assumed in this work as ground truth. As
such, the pressure sensor, required to estimate the depth of the
vehicle was not included but is an essential component of a
sensor suite employed in underwater situations. The frequency
of the MAGNAV filter is 1Hz, given by the update frequency
of the magnetometer.

A. Test conditions

The MAGNAV filters were tested using magnetic maps from
Doca dos Olivais, Lisbon and S. Pedro do Estoril, Cacais. The
first map is approximately 237m×367m and the origin of the
map is located at [491770.70, 4290554.80]UTM . Except for
an anomaly at the center of the map, the area, where operations
with the vehicle are possible, is very flat, thus it is required to
cross the anomaly many times to properly evaluate the filters’
ability to converge. The second map is 601m× 531m and the
origin of the map is located at [467299.80, 4281999.65]UTM .
This map is very rich in contents, hence it was used to test
the kidnapping problem. Figure 4 shows a colored contour of
the two areas.

The data of the survey in Doca dos Olivais was obtained as
part of the work in this thesis, as well as data processing. The
data from the survey in S. Pedro do Estoril had already been
obtained and was part of the DSOR portfolio. In both surveys
the Medusa vehicle was navigating at a speed of 0.5m/s, or
1.36knts.

B. Filters configurations

The extended Kalman filter and the unscented Kalman filter
implementations were developed during the current work.
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Fig. 4. 3D surface of the total magnetic field of S. Pedro do Estoril (left)
and Doca dos Olivais (Right)

The particle filter implementation however, was part of the
DSOR portfolio and was thoroughly studied and adapted to
the experimentations developed. The covariances used in the
estimation filters were tuned separately in each class of filter
in order to obtain the best possible results. The parameters
used in the experiments are listed in tables I, II, III.

Parameter Value

Filter update frequency, T−1 1Hz
Std. dev. of u, σu 0.1m/s
Std. dev. of v, σv 0.1m/s

Std. dev. of translation in x, σx 0.1m
Std. dev. of translation in y, σy 0.1m
Std. dev. of measurements, σr 550nT

TABLE I
EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Filter update frequency, T−1 1Hz
Std. dev. of u, σu 0.1m/s
Std. dev. of v, σv 0.1m/s

Std. dev. of translation in x, σx 0.1m
Std. dev. of translation in y, σy 0.1m
Std. dev. of measurements, σr 400nT

Sigma-points spread, , λ 1e−3

TABLE II
UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER PARAMETERS

C. Divergence Analysis

The results presented on the sequel were obtained through
a set of stochastic simulations using a Bayesian framework.
For each filter, two different scenarios, A and B of 100 Monte
Carlo runs were performed considering uncertain initial condi-
tions. In scenario A, in each MC run the initial state vector was
randomly drawn from a normal distribution, parameterized as

x̂i0 ∼ N (x0, P̂0); i = 1, ..., 100 (54)



Parameter Value

Filter update frequency, T−1 1Hz
Std. dev. of u, σu 0.05m/s
Std. dev. of v, σv 0.05m/s

Std. dev. of translation in x, σx 0.05m
Std. dev. of translation in y, σy 0.05m
Std. dev. of measurements, σr 90nT

Sample size, , N 1000
Effective number of samples

threshold, , Nthreshold

750

Number of extra particles, ,
Nextra

100

TABLE III
PARTICLE FILTER PARAMETERS

where,

P =

[
1 0
0 1

]
(55)

In scenario B, in each MC the initial state vector was randomly
drawn from a normal distribution, parameterized as

x̂i0 ∼ N (x0, P̂0); i = 1, ..., 100 (56)

where,

P =

[
25 0
0 25

]
(57)

The same random sequence was used for each filter in
the different scenarios for a fair comparison between the
algorithms. These two scenarios aim, at a first instance, to
evaluate the filter’s ability to provide a bounded position
when the initial position given to the filter is close to the
real position of the vehicle. In a second instance, where the
initial covariance is larger, the robustness of the filters is
tested. This latter scenario simulates, to a certain degree, what
could happen when a vehicle is submerged at large depths.
It is important to understand that scenarios A and B aim at
testing if the particle filter’s high computational requirement is
justifiable or a simpler estimation algorithm can be used with
the same order of efficacy. Hence, a further analysis of the
time elapsed and memory usage was conducted. To analyze
the percentage of divergence, it is assumed that the estimation
filters diverge if they stay 50m from the ground truth position
for more than 30s. In the runs, for which the filters diverge
they are stopped and are not considered for the root mean-
square error (RMSE) plots. The results from the two scenarios
are summarized in table IV.

1) Results and Discussion: The Monte-Carlo runs RMSEs
obtained with each MAGNAV filter for scenario A and B along
with the corresponding Crámer-Rao Lower Bounds (CRLBs)
are presented in figures 5 and 6. As both figures clearly
show, when given sufficient measurement excitation, the three
MAGNAV filters root-mean square errors of the vehicle’s
position approximate the CRLB. This behavior can be better
seen for the EKF and the UKF because the process and
measurement noises values used for these filters are higher
than those used in the PF. Further analysis of the figures shows
that the spread of the estimates across all runs for the three
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Fig. 5. RMSE of the runs each filter didn’t diverge (scenario A)
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Fig. 6. RMSE of the runs each filter didn’t diverge (scenario B)

Filter EKF UKF PF

%Diverged
(A)

0 0 0

%Diverged
(B)

46 39 1

Wall-clock
time (1 run)

[s]

8.9 4.64 206.86

System-cpu
time (1 run)

[s]

0.42 0.44 148.3

Process
RAM (1 run)

[MB]

82.4 96.8 131.9

TABLE IV
RESULTS FROM THE OPEN-LOOP ANALYSIS



filters in the two scenarios, for the runs in which the filters
did not diverge, is bounded by approximately 16m, although
the particle filter has some outliers. Analyzing the number
of divergences, no filter diverged in scenario A and the EKF
diverged 46 times, EKF diverged 39 times, and the PF diverged
1 time in scenario B. Moreover, the cpu-time elapsed during
a particle filter simulation is approximately 375 times larger
than those of EKF and UKF and has more RAM usage. With
these results it can be concluded that if the initial vehicle’s
position estimate is well known, then the UKF and the EKF
are better options, since they are able to produce similar results
to those of PF with less resources, with the UKF being more
robust to initial errors than EKF. If the initial position cannot
be known with good accuracy, then the particle filter is the
better choice, due to its robustness to initial uncertainty.

D. Kidnapping Problem

The kidnapping problem has been stated as the most com-
plex problem of robot localization [18], refers to a situation
where a moving vehicle is carried to an arbitrary position.
This situation proves to be more complicated than global
localization problem, where the vehicle has no knowledge of
the initial state, because the vehicle has a false belief of its
position, that must be identified. In a practical application, this
problem can be seen as a simulation of what would eventually
happen if an underwater vehicle’s navigation system lost all
information for a given period of time. Figure 7 shows the
results from this simulation. In the figure, it is clear that the
EKF is not suitable for this kind of situation with the error
growing unbounded together with the on-board navigation
system. For the UKF, a first analysis of figures concludes that
the filter is capable of handling kidnapping problems. In spite
of this analysis, the filter only corrected its position in the
end because, at a given moment the real position matched
the estimated vehicle’s position and the UKF was able to
resume the rest of the trajectory with a bounded error. It wasn’t
the filter’s estimate that converged to the real position of the
vehicle, but the other way around. With this being said, this
filter’s performance was better than that of EKF. Contrary to
the other filters, the particle filter is capable of handling the
kidnapping problem properly, since it is clearly seen that the
filter is able to detect it’s belief is incorrect, estimates a new
position near the ground truth and resumes the mission with
a bounded error of around 20m. This is explained by the fact
that when the state covariance is low or when the sum of all
particles’ weights is below a certain threshold, the particles
are distributed through the map, and when enough magnetic
excitation is available, some particles will have enough weight
for the filter to converge near the ground truth position.

VI. COMBINED NAVIGATION AND CONTROL: A
SIMULATION STUDY

Consider the general problem of making a vehicle converge
to and follow a desired spatial path at a given speed (path
following problem), with the position of the vehicle given
by the geomagnetic navigation system proposed before. For
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Fig. 7. Kidnapping results

this purpose, besides the geomagnetic navigation described,
a path following controller is required. The latter uses the
navigation data to computer its position with respect to the
desired path and maneuver so as to follow the path. Since
the path-following problem is not the focus of this thesis,
the details of the controller used in this section will not be
discussed, nonetheless a fully description of the controller is
described in [19]. Figure 8 shows the overall architecture used
to simulate the integrated navigation and control system.

In what follows we examine the results of a single run,
Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation, done using the geo-
magnetic total field map of Doca dos Olivais and a refer-
ence path 135m long passing near the conspicuous magnetic
anomaly present at the center of the map. For navigation
purposes, the parameters used to simulate the DVL and the
magnetometer, as well as the value of the vehicle speed, are
shown in table V.

Parameter Value

Doppler error std. dev 0.1m/s
Magnetometer error std. dev 10nT

Vehicle speed 0.5m/s

TABLE V
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

The MAGNAV filter used to obtain this results was the
unscented Kalman filter, however, a similar close-loop ar-
chitecture using Particle filter is reported in [20] and the
performance of the two close-loop implementations, one using
UKF and the other with PF, will be compared in future work.

Figure 9, shows the RMSE of the path following system,
along with the MAGNAV and dead-reckoning (DR) root-
mean-square error across the trajectory. From the analysis
of these figures, it is possible to conclude that in a 135m
trajectory with a final dead-reckoning RMSE of 6m, the
vehicle is able to achieve a trajectory with a 2m final RMSE
from the path defined. From the analysis of these figures, it is
possible to conclude that in a 135m trajectory for which pure
dead-reckoning yields a final RMSE of 6m, with the proposed
geomagnetic navigation system the vehicle follows the path



with a final cross track error of 2m final RMSE from the
path.

Notwithstanding, the MAGNAV filter starts to diverge to-
wards the end, due to the lack of magnetic excitation in that
area. It is also clear that the path following controller was
not well tuned, since the vehicle’s position oscillated about
the desired path during the experiment. We anticipate that
better results could be obtained if the controller was adjusted
to the problem at hand and if the HIL simulation was done
with a map with more magnetic excitation. This topic and
the general topic of formal combined navigation and control
analysis warrants further research.
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Fig. 8. Cloose-loop navigation results: path planned, vehicle trajectory and
estimated positions
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this thesis included the compari-
son of the EKF, the UKF, and the PF to the problem of
geophysical navigation using geomagnetism as a source of
measurements. The performance analysis developed shows
that, if computational resources is not an hindrance, then
particle filter is the superior estimator. When it comes to
handling kidnapping situations were the system is simulated to
shut down and the vehicle is then placed in another position,
PF has a better, and more reliable performance, while EKF
isn’t able to solve this problem and UKF’s solution may not

be considered as viable solution as the PF’s solution to the
problem. In a close-loop navigation simulation environment
using the UKF, the navigation system was shown to enable
2m accurate navigation capabilities on an AUV with a 6m
Dead-reckoning final RMSE over a trajectory of around 135m.
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